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In the first part of this chapter John, an eye-witness to Jesus … 

told us about a faithless whore riding the last govt gone wild 
smashing and destroying until the whole world is broken. Now 
he tells us about the final govt gone wild brutal and monstrous. An 
angel tells John about this beast that Daniel already saw, so 
creating a mental picture of this beast, start with the known 
history. Read about it in Daniel, chapter 2: govt with head of gold -
- Babylon; shoulders and chest of silver -- Medo-Persia; belly and 
thighs of brass -- Grecian empire;  legs of iron, two legs, the fourth 
kingdom: Rome dividing East and the West; standing on feet -- 
part of iron, part of clay, a very unstable foundation. Daniel tells 
Nebuchadnezzar in the days of the ten-toe kings… the God of 
heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be destroyed; 
breaking in pieces the previous kingdoms, it will stand forever. 
Daniel said to king Nebuchadnezzar, The great God made known 
what will happen hereafter. The dream is certain; and its interpretation is sure.  

8 The beast / that old roman beast… that you saw was,  

and is not; and will ascend out of the abyss / so the angel says to John, it has a past; and it is 

not the present… so it is not the old pagan Rome that John saw; and it has a future. Revelation 13 already 
talked about that future kingdom. It talks about the great antichrist that will come; it talks about the false 
prophet with him persuading the world to take the mark of the beast. These 2 chapters see the great whore -- 
the Mother of Whores; Babylon the Great, riding that beast. 

and go into perdition / it will be destroyed, 

and those who dwell on the earth will wonder,  

whose names were not written in the Book of life from the foundation of the world /  

the living-dead are going to be surprised! The people of God aren’t surprised. We read the last chapter;  

when they look at the beast / that old govt gone wild,  

that was, and is not,  

and yet is / kaiper, the Rome that John knew and saw, is not the last expression of the 
beast, and yet is. With those little words… John understands, what Daniel understood: that 
the 4th beast Daniel saw, would transform: a change will take place; and the last generation if 
they are paying attention, will see it. It is not old Rome that John saw, and yet is…when the 
Gentile nations end. 
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9 And here is the mind which has wisdom.  

The seven heads are seven mountains on which the woman sits / where that faithless 

whore parks her carcass; 7 distinct landmasses, 7 identifiable localities or regions… in some way elevated, 
conspicuously above their surroundings… which could be located, even before the city was named Rome, 
the SEPTIMONIUM -- a Feast of the Seven-hilled City… was celebrated annually on December 11.  

The Greek historian Plutarch who lived from 45–120AD, spoke of this national 
event. Printed on Vespasian imperial coinage (from 69-79AD), there is 
represented a woman seated on seven hills.  

The earliest elder churchmen had no doubt these chapters spoke of Rome. 
Augustine said: Babylon is a former Rome, and Rome a later Babylon. Rome is a 
daughter of Babylon, and by her, as by her mother, God has been pleased to 

subdue the world under one sway. 

The seven heads are seven mountains,  

on which the woman sits / it is interesting: On Capitoline Hill, one of the 

seven hills… in October, 2004… is where and when Prime minister Tony Blair 
signed away Britain to the European Union… which everyone knows the EU is a 
project of Rome; and the US government with all its resources… works with the 
European Union often.  

10 And there are seven kings / again, we are learning about rulers and politicians… which means, 

there are seven distinct political systems. John writes:  

five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come: in Greek: oupo, ou = neg. + po = do 

As Daniel spoke as a prophet over the House of Judah; but the whole House of Israel, which the House 
of Judah is part of Israel… they had experienced Egyptian and Assyrian captivity. And here, the angel 
says to John. FIVE kings have fallen; FIVE political systems toppled or collapsed. So let’s do the math! 
In John’s day,  

1. Egypt was no longer a threat 
2. Assyria, not a threat 
3. Babylon, not a threat 
4. Medo-Persia, not a threat 
5. And Greece, no longer a threat. 

FIVE political systems: five are fallen,  
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and one is / that is Rome #6   

and the other / number 7 is not yet come,  

and when it comes, it continues a short space / is it in some way connected to the Islamic or 
Arabic influence in the region including the Ottoman Empire? Most likely YES! All these 7 political 
systems have a common characteristic: they are 7 regional governments that at ruled over Jerusalem…  

We’re not learning about the great dynasties of China and their magnificent 4,500 years of recorded 
history. We’re not learning about the Karen of India; or the Zulu’s of East Africa; or the Dogan of West 
Africa. We’re not learning about the Olmec of Mexico, the Mayans and Incas of Central and South America. 
We’re not even learning about the many native tribes of North America. All are marvelous cultures; that  
have a hope that someday One that they greatly loved and respected would return to them. 

John said… there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come, 

and when he comes, he continues a short space / all 7 are featured in the global news today. 

11 And the beast that was, and is not  / and yet is; this last govt gone wild, the roman 

beast driven by the faithless system described as the Whore of Babylon, with all her admiring children,  

even he is the eighth, and is of the seven / the word is: amunomai, meaning: of or originates from. 

Clearly, the 8th is from the seven; so, it will have characteristics of at least one or more of the 7; most likely, 
it is a composite of all 7; notice it is not locatable, it is global in ambition… sitting on many waters.  

and goes into perdition / so this 8th and final beast trying to be global will be destroyed, 

12 And the ten horns which you saw are ten kings / 10 leaders on the world stage; does that 

include the leader of the USA? Most likely YES! With 9 others: 10 heads of state on the stage of history, 
doing something in concert: for or against the last beast: such as pull down the global banking system?  

these ten politicians have received no kingdom as yet / not when John was writing; 

but receive power as politicians one hour / as heads of state; and that is not sixty-minutes. 

It’s the proverbial eleventh hour; the last hour; the hour before midnight. And this last hour… 

with the beast / this 8th beast… that John sees, different than the roman beast of his days; yet is part 

of the seven; John sees this 8th govt… a composite govt originating from the seven; and the Lord is very 
creative, isn’t He? John describes all the previous actors, one last time on the stage of world history,  
that we see today; including 10 leaders of countries being ridden by the great whore; this modern roman 
beast; mystery Babylon the Great beast that exists to the end of the time of the Gentiles;  roman infiltration, 
at every level of govt including finance, education, entertainment and fake news. 
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13 These have one mind / these 10 world leaders of different countries somehow in allegiance with 

one another. I have written in my bible: brilliant stupidity. Is that a one-world mind?  

they will give their power and strength to this 8th beast / they give their allegiance, 

and resources to this last world govt gone wild… ridden by the mother of all whores… mystery Babylon. 

14 These will make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb will overcome them / the last govt will 
war with the followers of the Lord, what a surprise! Daniel said that: a Rock will smash this brutish govt, 
and the Lamb will overcome them: for He is Lord of 

lords, and King of kings / it makes you want to shout: 

HALLELUJAH right? 

and they that are with Him / with the Lamb, are 

called, and chosen, and faithful / you know, the bible 

says: The call went out to many. Now, some decided not to 
answer the phone; others, they were chosen… and they were 
equipped. The ones arriving on scene with the King of kings 
and Lord of lords… they are not only called, and not only chosen, but they are also faithful. We know… 
GOD likes faith. 

15 And he said to me, The waters which you saw, where the whore sits,  

are peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues / those the whore already has 

under control; which definitely does not suggest one little corner of the globe, does it? 

16 And the ten horns which you saw upon the beast, these will hate the whore / 

what? like the Brexit? 10 politicians didn’t like her; what happens? It’s like the party’s over! they will 

make her desolate and naked, and will eat her flesh and burn her with fire / they strip 
this roman whore down to her Victoria Secrets; what happened, read the prophets; they will make lunch of 
this great whore, who has a history of burning the saints –  those of whom the world is not worthy. It is 
ancient Babylon, rebels of God, who first burnt children in offerings to demons. Ancient priests of Baal first 
ate those offerings to their demon-gods. Cahna means priest in Babylon; Bal or Baal is the name of 
that demon; where we get the word: cannibal. Babylon taught the world that disgusting practice.  

17 For God has put in their hearts to fulfill His will, and to agree, and to give their 

kingdom to the beast / to this final modern roman govt, until the words of God are fulfilled. 

18 And the woman which you saw is that great city / Rome, which reigns over 

the kings and leaders of the earth.  

The Forbidden Book.                                This is My Father’s World   
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